ABSTRACT This paper proposes an improved guide-weight method, in which the sensitivity analysis does not need to be calculated. Based on the Kuhn-Tucker extreme condition, the general iterative criterion of the improved guide-weight method is derived by importing relational function. The iterative criterion directly constructs an explicit representation between the design variable and the objective function, which does not require sensitivity analysis. Taking the problem of minimum compliance as an example, the iterative criterion between relative density and strain energy of elements is obtained under the condition of mass constraint. Two examples were studied using the two material interpolation models. The results show that the optimal results in the same topological form are obtained from the two material interpolation models. The results are consistent with the optimization results of the guide-weight method, which verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of using the improved guide-weight method to study the topology optimization without the sensitivity analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topology optimization is one of the challenging research topics in the field of structural optimization. Its purpose is to seek the optimal material distribution for given objective and constraint functions in a pre-set design domain, which can improve mechanical properties [1] , [2] . There are many modelling methods to be presented, including homogenization method [3] , [4] , variable density method [5] , [6] , level set method [7] , [8] , evolutionary structural optimization method [9] , [10] , phase field method [11] , [12] , independent continuous mapping method [13] , [14] and topological derivative method [15] . Cui et al. [16] introduced the asymptotically concentrated method into multi-material topology optimization and proposed a new topology optimization method based on the solid isotropic material with logistic function interpolation. The method can not only effectively suppress the generation of intermediate density, but also improve the optimization efficiency. Some of the above The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Hamid Mohammad-Sedighi. methods have been extended to the study of multi-material topology optimization [17] - [19] . The solution method is generally divided into two categories: optimality criteria method [20] , [21] and mathematical programming method [22] , [23] . Chen and Ye [24] , [25] proposed a new solution method for structural optimization named guide-weight method in the 1980s. This method was originally used for size optimization of the antenna structure and achieved good results. Liu et al. [26] , [27] introduced the guide-weight method into topology optimization. The problems of topology optimization with minimum compliance and minimum mass were studied by using the method of solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP). Compared with other solution methods, the guide-weight method has the advantages of a simple formula, fast convergence, good optimization effect and strong versatility [28] , [29] .
The iterative criterion of the guide-weight method is rigorously derived from the Kuhn-Tucker extreme conditions of the mathematical programming method [26] . It is necessary to perform sensitivity analysis on the objective and the constraint functions, that is, to derive the objective and the constraint function. Matlab has powerful numerical calculation ability. Many structural optimization problems are realized by using it [26] , [30] - [33] . The sensitivity analysis in finite element analysis software such as ANSYS is cumbersome. If the sensitivity analysis is not required during finite element analysis, the optimization process is greatly simplified.
Xie and Steven [34] and Yang et al. [35] proposed a new modelling method for structural optimization named evolutionary structural optimization (ESO). It is an alternative optimization method also using the finite element analysis. The sensitivity analysis is not required when using the evolutionary structural optimization method for topology optimization. The change of the objective function is used as the sensitivity number in the reference [36] , [37] , which provides useful references.
The sensitivity analysis of the objective function is to find the first derivative of the objective function to the design variable. The derivative of the objective function to the design variable must have a relationship with the objective function. The purpose of this paper is to find this relationship. In this case, no sensitivity analysis is required, which can reduce the amount of calculation in the optimization process.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE GUIDE-WEIGHT METHOD
For more detailed content on the guide-weight method, please refer to the reference [24] - [29] . This section is only a brief introduction to bring up the follow-up content.
A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model of the structural optimization problem under single working conditions can be expressed as
where X is N -dimensional vector of the design variable; F(X) is the objective function and G(X) is the constraint function, respectively; x min and x max are the lower and upper limits of the design variable, respectively.
B. GUIDE-WEIGHT METHOD
To solve the optimization problem, the Lagrange equation must be constructed first:
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier.
Based on Kuhn-Tucker condition, in the optimal solution X * , the following equations must be satisfied:
From
The following three important formulas are defined according to the guide-weight method:
where H i is called the proportional weight of x i ; W i is called the generalized weight of x i ; G i , is called the guide weight of x i .
III. IMPROVED GUIDE-WEIGHT METHOD
As can be seen from equation (7), the guide weight can be obtained by sensitivity analysis of the objective function. The sensitivity analysis of the objective function is to find the first derivative of the objective function to the design variable. The guide weight must have a relationship with the objective function. A relational function R (x i ) of the design variable x i is introduced to construct the relationship between the objective function and the guide weight, which is expressed as
The guide weight G i is expressed as the objective function f (x i ) and the relational function R (x i ) as bellow.
Substituting equations (9) and (5) into equation (4), then we have
The above equation is the iterative criterion of the improved guide-weight method, which gives an explicit relationship between the objective function and the design variable. The sensitivity analysis of objective function is included VOLUME 7, 2019 in the guide weight G i . The guide weight is calculated by the objective function and the relational function. In the equation, the sensitivity analysis of objective function does not need to be calculated. The amount of calculation related to the sensitivity analysis is saved. When an optimization analysis is performed, it can be written as
To ensure that the optimization results are convergent, a step factor α is introduced, and the upper and lower limits of the design variable should be considered. Hence, the iterative equation of improved guide-weight method is finally expressed as
The Lagrange multiplier λ can be obtained by means of a bisection algorithm. Please see the references [30] , [31] , [38] for details.
IV. THE PROBLEM OF MINIMUM COMPLIANCE CONSTRAINT A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Taking the element relative density as the design variable, the structural compliance C is the objective function F(X), and the structural mass M is the constraint function. The mathematical model of this structural optimization problem is expressed as
where C is the structural compliance, which is equal to twice the total strain energy of the structure E. c i is the compliance of the ith element. M 0 and M are structural initial mass and structural mass after optimized, respectively. f is a mass fraction.
To solve this optimization problem, the proportional weight H i , the objective function f (x i ), and the relational function R (x i ) need to be written as explicit expressions of the design variable x i .
B. PROPORTIONAL WEIGHT H i
The structural mass M is expressed as
where v i is the volume of the ith element.
The proportional weight H i can be obtained as
The compliance of the ith element c i is used as the objective function f (x i ), which is written as
where u i is the displacement vector of the ith element matrix; k i is the stiffness matrix of the ith element. e i is the strain energy of the ith element, which is equal to 1 2 u T i k i u i . It can be extracted directly from the calculation results of FEA software.
D. RELATIONAL FUNCTION R (x i ) AND THE ITERATIVE CRITERION OF IMPROVED GUIDE-WEIGHT METHOD
The iterative criterion is then derived using the improved guide-weight method. As is known to all, there is
Calculating the partial derivatives of two sides of equation (17) yields
Ignore the change of the load vector F with the design variable x i .
From KU = F, one obtains
Substituting equation (20) into equation (19) yields.
The material interpolation model often used in the variable density method is solid isotropic microstructures with penalization (SIMP) and rational approximation of material properties (RAMP). Taking the above two material interpolation models as examples, the iterative criterion of the improved guide-weight method is derived.
1) SIMP
According to the variable density method, the SIMP interpolation model has
where k i0 and k i are the initial stiffness matrix of the ith element and the stiffness matrix of the ith element after penalization, respectively; p is the penalty factor.
Substituting equation (22) into equations (16) and (21) yields
Substituting equations (23) and (24) into equation (8), one can get
As can be seen from the above equation, the relational function R (x i ) is a constant term.
Substituting equations (15), (16), and (25) into equation (11), one gets
The above equation is the iterative criterion of improved guide-weight method, which is based on the variable density method SIMP interpolation model. The physical meaning is that with structural compliance as the objective function and structural mass as the constraint function, the relative density of the elements should be proportional to the strain energy of elements.
Considering the upper and lower limits of the design variable xi and the optimization convergence, the step factor α is introduced and we have
2) RAMP According to the variable density method, the RAMP interpolation model has
where q is the weight coefficient of the RAMP interpolation model.
Substituting equation (28) into equations (16) and (21) yields
Substituting equations (29) and (30) into equation (8), one can get
As can be seen from the above equation, the relational function R (x i ) is a linear function of the design variable x i .
Substituting equations (15) , (16) , and (31) into equation (11), one gets
The above equation is the iterative criterion of improved guide-weight method, which is based on the variable density method RAMP interpolation model. Its physical meaning is not obvious. Considering the convergence of optimization and the range of values of design variables, the iterative equation of the improved guide-weight method is formulated as
In the guide-weight method, the sensitivity analysis of structural compliance needs to be calculated by the equation (24) or (30) . It needs to calculate the element stiffness matrix and displacement vector firstly. And then the sensitivity of structural compliance is calculated by matrix calculation as equation (24) or (30) . In this optimization process, a large number of matrix calculations are needed. In the method proposed in this paper, it is only necessary to extract the element strain energy directly from the finite element analysis results. It does not require the sensitivity analysis of structural compliance.
V. FILTER FUNCTION AND CONVERGENCE CRITERIA A. FILTER FUNCTION
To solve the checkerboard problem in the topology optimization process, an improved filtering scheme is proposed with the element compliance.
The nodal compliance which does not carry any physical meaning is defined as the average of the element compliance of connected elements as follow. (34) where c n j is the nodal compliance; l denotes the number of the elements surrounding the jth node.
The nodal compliance must be converted back into the element compliance. The zone a denotes an open ball, centered on element a and with a radius of r min . We remark that all nodes in the zone are used to calculate the element compliance a after filtering. where c i denotes the element compliance a after filtering. N is the node number in the zone a . d j is the weight coefficient.
where r ja is the distance between the center of the element a and the node j.
B. CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
The relative error τ of two adjacent optimization results is less than the given convergence accuracy for 5 consecutive times, that is, the equation (37) is satisfied 5 times in succession, and the optimization is considered to have converged.
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Finite element analysis is performed on ANSYS 18.2. The proposed method in this paper is integrated into the ANSYS through the ANSYS APDL language. Two typical examples are optimized under mass constraints to verify the rationality and effectiveness of the proposed method.
A. EXAMPLE 1
The design domain of the short cantilever beam structure is 160mm × 80mm rectangular with a thickness of 1mm, as shown in Figure 1 . It is fixed at the whole left boundary. A vertical load of F = 1000 N is applied to the center point A of the right boundary. The design domain is divided into 160 × 80 elements. All necessary parameters in the optimization process are listed in Table 1 . Figure 2 is the optimization curves of structural compliance C and mass fraction f based on the SIMP interpolation model. As the number of iterations increases, structural compliance increases rapidly to a maximum value and then falls steadily. Mass fraction decreases stably during this process. When the Equation (37) is satisfied five times in succession, the optimization is considered to converge. At this time, mass fraction reaches 29.97% and structural compliance is 508.96 N.mm after the 40th iteration. Figure 3 is the process of topology optimization. To express the whole optimization process clearly, all elements are displayed, where the relative density is greater than 0.1 in the design domain. It can be seen that some holes appear in the 13th iteration. With the iterative number increasing, the area of holes gradually becomes larger. After the 26th iteration, the number of holes does not change, which means the main body of optimal topology is forming. Until topology optimization is completed, a similar trussed optimal topology is obtained, as shown in Figure 3(d) .
Based on the RAMP interpolation model, the optimization process by using the improved guide-weight method is shown in Figure 4 . After the 48th iteration, the convergence condition is met. At this time, mass fraction reaches 29.81% and structural compliance is 529.24 N.mm. The optimal topology is obtained, as shown in Figure 4(d) .
From the comparison of Figure 3 and Figure 4 , we found that the optimization results of the two material interpolation models have similar optimal topology configuration. When optimization converges, the mass fraction of the two material interpolation models is very close to each other. But structural compliance from SIMP is less than it from RAMP. So we conclude that the SIMP is better than the SIMP from example 1.
B. EXAMPLE 2
As indicated in Figure 5 , the planar rectangular simply supported beam structure is discussed. The design domain is 600mm ×200mm rectangular with a thickness of 1mm. It is divided into 240×80 elements during structural analysis. The left lower endpoint is fully constrained and the right lower endpoint is constrained in the vertical direction. The verti- cal load F is 1000 N, located on the midpoint B of upper boundary.
Based on the SIMP interpolation model, the optimization process by using the improved guide-weight method proposed is shown Figure 6 . As the number of iterations increases, structural compliance increases slowly and mass fraction decreases stably. After the 37th iteration, topology optimization has converged. At this time, mass fraction reaches 29.65% and structural compliance is 162.01 N.mm. The optimal topology is a similar trussed optimal topology, as shown in Figure 6 (d) .
Based on the RAMP interpolation model, the optimization process by using the improved guide-weight method is shown Figure 7 . After the 42th iteration, the convergence condition is met. At this time, mass fraction reaches 29.34% and structural compliance is 272.98 N.mm. The obtained optimal topology is shown in Figure 7(d) .
From the comparison of Figure 6 and Figure 7 , we found that the optimization results of the two material interpolation models have similar optimal topology configuration. The load acting area obtains more detailed local features in the RAMP interpolation model, which is consistent with the results in the reference [39] . But structural compliance from RAMP is far greater than those from SIMP. From example 2, we draw the same conclusion as in example 1. Local features of optimal topology may differ from each other.
C. ANALYSIS
The design domain is divided into 19200 elements in Example 2 of Section 6.2. To obtain the sensitivity of structural compliance, the element stiffness matrix and displacement vector need to be calculated firstly in the guide-weight method. For 4-node plane stress problem, the element displacement vector is a 12×1 matrix and the element stiffness matrix is a 12×12 matrix. The sensitivity analysis of objective function requires a large number of matrix calculations for each element at each iteration. In the method proposed in this paper, it only needs to extract the element strain energy directly from the finite element analysis results, and does not need a large number of matrix calculations. The element strain energy is equal to half of the element compliance. The structural compliance as an objective function must be calculated, not an extra calculation. Therefore, compared with the guide-weight method, the proposed method in this paper can greatly reduce the calculation of the matrix.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
An improved guide-weight method is proposed, which does not require sensitivity analysis. Starting from the Kuhn-Tucker extreme condition, the general iterative criterion of the improved guide-weight method is rigorously derived by introducing a relational function. Taking the problem of minimum compliance as an example, the iterative criterion between relative density and strain energy of elements is obtained under the condition of mass constraint. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method are verified by two examples and using two material interpolation models.
The innovation of this paper is the explicit expressions of design variable and objective function are directly constructed by importing the relational function. Compared with the guide-weight method, the proposed method in this paper can not only obtain good topology optimization results, but also does not require the sensitivity analysis of objective function. It can greatly reduce the calculation of the matrix. It is convenient to integrate the proposed method into the existing finite element analysis software.
The next step is to study the problem of topology optimization under the constraints of stress and frequency, and expand the application range of the proposed method. 
